NEW RELEASE CDs 1/3/19

LITTLE SIMZ  Grey Area £9.99
MAMMOTH WEED WIZARD BASTARD  Yn Ol I Annwyn £8.99
SNAPPED ANKLES  Stunning Luxury [Leaf] £9.99

BABA & DJANA SISSOKO  Fasiya £8.99
BACKYARD BABIES  Sliver & Gold [Ltd. Digipak w/ Bonus Tracks] £9.99
BRANFORD MARSHAL QUARTET  The Secret Between The Shadow And The Soul £9.99
BRYAN ADAMS  Shine A Light £10.99
CATS IN SPACE  Daytrip To Narnia £12.99
COUNT FIVE  Psychotic Reaction [CD w/ 17 Bonus Tracks on Repertoire] £7.99
DURAND JONES & The Indications  American Love Call [Dead Oceans] £9.99
FAT COPS  S/T FEATURES NORMAN BLAKE OF TEENAGE FANCLUB ON BACKING VOCALS £10.99
FEWS  Into Red [Play It Again Sam] £9.99
FRONT LINE ASSEMBLY  Wake Up The Coma [Import CD] £15.99
HOZIER  Wasteland, Baby! [Island] £10.99
IN FLAMES  I, The Mask [Digipak CD w/ Bonus Track] £12.99
JAMES BOOKER  At Onkel Pö'S Carnegie Hall 1979 £9.99
JOHN TURVILLE  Head First £9.99
JULIA KENT  Asperities [Leaf] £8.99
LE SUPERHOMARD  Meadow Lane Park [Elefant] £11.99
LEVERET (Sam Sweeney / Bellowhead)  Diversions £11.99
LUTHER RUSSELL Medium Cool £9.99
MANSIONAIR Shadowboxer £9.99
MARK MORTON (Lamb Of God) Anesthetic [Spinefarm] £10.99
MAXIMO PARK As Long As We Keep Moving £9.99
MOSTLY AUTUMN White Rainbow £9.99
OPETH Garden Of The Titans (Live At Red Rocks Ampitheatre) [2CD] £11.99
PALMER T. LEE Winebringer £9.99
POND Tasmania [Marathon] £9.99
QUAKER CITY NIGHT HAWKS QCNH £9.99
QUEENSRYCHE The Verdict £9.99
REMA Fond Reflections [2CD on 4AD] £11.99
ROB [Mr Bongo] £9.99
ROBERT FORSTER Inferno [Tapete] £9.99
ROYAL TRUX White Stuff £9.99
SIMON & THE ASTRONAUTS S/T £11.99
SKINNY LISTER The Story Is... [Xtra Mile] £9.99
SMITH & MIGHTY Ashley Road Sessions 88-94 £9.99
SUGARAY RAYFORD Somebody Save Me £9.99
SUN RA Monorails And Satellites (Deluxe) [2CD] £14.99
SUNDARA KARMA Ulfilas' Alphabet £9.99
SWMRS Berkeley's On Fire £11.99
TEST DEPT. Disturbance [One Little Indian] £10.99
THE CACTUS BLOSSOMS Easy Way £9.99
THE DEAD SOUTH Good Company £11.99
THE STRANGE Echo Chamber [Glitterhouse] £11.99
TIM BOWNESS Flowers At The Scene FEATURES PETER HAMMILL (Van Der Graaf Generator) & MEMBERS OF XTC, 10CC, PORCUPINE TREE & MORE £9.99
TOM PETTY And The Heartbreakers The Best Of Everything – The Definitive... [2CD] £10.99
TOM WALKER What A Time To Be Alive £7.99
VANDOLIERS Forever [Bloodshot] £11.99
WHILE SHE SLEEPS So What? [Spinefarm] £10.99
WILLIE FARMER The Man From The Hill £9.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Bunny Lee: Dreads Enter The Gates With Praise... [Soul Jazz] £12.99
VARIOUS ARTISTS Stirring Up Some Gospel - The Original Sound... [Jasmine] £8.99
NEW RELEASE LPs 1/3/19

AUDIOBOOKS Friends In The Bubble Bath Remixes [Ltd. 12" on Heavenly] £9.99
LITTLE SIMZ Grey Area [Ltd. White LP] £17.99
MAMMOTH WEED WIZARD BASTARD Yn Ol I Annwyn [Ltd. Green/Blue 2LP] £18.99
MAMMOTH WEED WIZARD BASTARD Yn Ol I Annwyn [Ltd. Red/Amber 2LP] £18.99
SNAPPED ANKLES Stunning Luxury [Ltd. DINKED Edition LP on Leaf] FEAT. EXCLUSIVE COLOUR LP w/ Additional Sleeve + more! £19.99

ART ENSEMBLE OF CHICAGO Tutankamun [LP w/ Bonus Tracks] £21.99
BADBADNOTGOOD & LITTLE DRAGON Tried [Ltd. 7" on Ninja Tune] £7.99
BARBUDO Sunshine [LP] RSD UNSIGNED COMPETITION WINNERS! £17.99
CATS IN SPACE Daytrip To Narnia[2LP] £23.99
DURAND JONES & The Indications American Love Call [Ltd. Colour LP + MP3 on Dead Oceans] £18.99
ELIZABETH COTTEN Freight Train And Other North Carolina Folk Songs... [LP on Smithsonian Folkways] £24.99
FAT COPS S/T [LP] FEATURES NORMAN BLAKE OF TEENAGE FANCLUB ON BACKING VOCALS £14.99
FEWS Into Red [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Colour LP on Play It Again Sam] £18.99
GARY NUMAN I, Assassin [Ltd. Green LP on Beggars Banquet] £15.99

HOZIER Wasteland, Baby! [180g 2LP on Island] £22.99
JACCO GARDNER  Hypnophobia [LP]  £17.99
KT TUNSTALL  Eye To The Telescope [180g Red LP + MP3]  £18.99
LE SUPERHOMARD  Meadow Lane Park [LP on Elefant]  £19.99
LONESOME SHACK  Desert Dreams [LP]  £18.99
LUCINDA WILLIAMS  Happy Woman Blues [LP on Smithsonian Folkways]  £24.99
MARY LOU WILLIAMS  S/T [LP on Smithsonian Folkways]  £24.99
MAX ROMEO  Horror Zone [2LP]  £21.99
MAXIMO PARK  As Long As We Keep Moving [Transparent LP]  £22.99
MERZBOW  Venereology [Remastered 2LP]  £21.99
PATRICK JONSSON  Suddenly We Looked Like Giants [LP]  £16.99
REMA  Fond Reflections [2LP on 4AD]  £19.99
ROB  [LP on Mr Bongo]  £17.99
ROBERT FORSTER  Inferno [LP on Tapete]  £18.99
ROYAL TRUX  White Stuff [Ltd. INDIES EXCLUSIVE Pizza]
SUN RA  Monorails And Satellites (Deluxe) [3LP]  £34.99
TEST DEPT.  Disturbance [Gatefold LP on One Little Indian]  £19.99
THE STROPPIES  Whoosh [Colour LP]  £19.99
THE YARBIRDS  (Aka Roger The Engineer) [Mono LP on Repertoire]  £24.99
TIM BOWNES Flowers At The Scene [LP + CD] FEATURES PETER HAMMILL (Van Der Graaf Generator) & MEMBERS OF XTC, 10CC, PORCUPINE TREE & MORE £19.99
TOM WALKER What A Time To Be Alive [Ltd. Bricks N Mortar Coloured LP] £18.99
WILLIE FARMER The Man From The Hill [LP] £16.99

COMPILATIONS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Bunny Lee: Dreads Enter The Gates With Praise... [3LP on Soul Jazz] £24.99

SOUNDTRACKS

VARIOUS ARTISTS Mary Poppins [180g 2LP] £24.99